**JCCSF Adult Sports League Forfeit Policy**  
*Effective August 1, 2016*

- Teams that forfeit two (2) or more times in one season will be subject to a $100 fine and elimination from the playoffs.

- Teams that forfeit three (3) or more times in one season may be subject to dismissal from the league and possibly replaced in the following season.

  - **“Courtesy Grace Forfeit Rule”**: When the JCCSF Staff Adult Athletic Coordinator is notified at least 24 hours prior to game time of an impending forfeit the forfeiting team will receive a “pass”. This means that the forfeit will not be counted towards the two game threshold. This grace rule can only be used once per season and only when 24-hour notice is given. Once notice of forfeit is given it is irrevocable.

  - All forfeits are recorded as a score of 25-50 (favoring the team that did not forfeit).

- **Games will not be re-scheduled.** Teams are expected to have the minimal number of eligible players available at the scheduled game time.

**Forfeit Rule**

A team must have at least four (4) eligible players at game time to have an official game (i.e. avoid a forfeit). The JCCSF will grant, at the discretion of the JCCSF Staff, up to a five (5) minute grace period for a team to meet the minimum number of players required to avoid a forfeit. Once the minimum number of team players is present the game must start.